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She's the girl of your dreams. You have pursued her single-mindedly over the past six

months. How do you convince her that you're the one for hgr? Or, perhaps, you're trying

to start a new company that will make hiring babysitters easier. How are you going to

convince people to fund your untested idea?
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"All of life is about persuasion,,,says Diann
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However, don,t co.nfuse persuasion with m
intentionally forcing a person to do somethi
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Are you unable to convey your point across

you put an end to your frustration and be a

1, Build trust: you can,t convince people jus

back it up with solid evidence from the past

truth-no deception, blaming others for your

inconsistencies in actions or decisions,,, says

you do or decide things-especially when yo

if someone asks you to keep a secret, keep it

2. Tell them what,s in it for them: Most peo

benefits them-until they can clearly see wh

people a reward for doing what you'd like th

and emotional," saysJim Crinrmins, founder

Want to encourage your brother to work out
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your mood will be uplifted and you will feel g
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3. show, don't tell: want to convince your boss that startin

would benefit the firm? Don't just tell him, show him gra
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that people are more likely to believe information presen
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business coach Dr Linda Tailey. "lt must be a genuine smile
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For example, humility hands-hands are clasped in front of
a positive hand gesture, and leaders who use it can convinc

leader spends most of his time speaking with his hands in h

5. stop at three claims: This is a trick from the ad world. ln

enough evidence to make your case. offer too little, and yo

bombard the other party with claims, they might think you,
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lssue.aspx) last year, researcrrers found that three claims s

between too little and too much. want to convince your clie

benefits of the vegetable.
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6. Ask questions: persuasion isn't just about hat you thi k. Find out what others think,
too. "Be known for the questions you ask ra r than the swers you give,,,says

people to the argument you,re trying to make "What is yo r ultimate goal in dealing with

Booher. "To become a master persuader, gui

questions rather than selling your own ideas.

this vendor?" "Will action A be the quickest, fa

that goal?"

At every juncture of life, you will deal with
persuasion,

others by sking appropriately reflective

For examp , ask questions that will lead

and lea expensive way to achieve

peo e. So, you er get good at the art of
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